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Abstract 
Inverted files are most commonly used technique for efficient query processing and fast text searching in Information 
Retrieval System (IRS). But the size of the inverted files is extremely large due to rapid growth in the size of the data in the 
information retrieval system. So as to reduce the index size and increase the accessing speed, compression techniques are 
used. In this paper, we propose a new integer compression technique called Fast Extended Golomb code (FEGC) based on 
Extended Golomb Code (EGC), to reduce the size as well as increasing the decoding speed of the inverted index. The 
decoding speed is very important to increase the speed of query processing in IRS applications. We have implemented and 
tested the performance of FEGC and EGC with other existing techniques. Experimental results show that the EGC 
compression techniques perform well and give better compression than other existing techniques. EGC is also relatively 
better than FEGC. But the number of CPU cycles required by EGC is more than that of FEGC for encoding and decoding 
an integer. Hence FEGC could be faster encoder than EGC while it gives comparable results with respect to EGC in 
compressing doc ids for IRS applications. 
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1. Introduction 
Information Retrieval Systems are widely used in many applications such as search engines, digital libraries, 
e-commerce, electronics news, etc., (Kobayashi & Takeda, 2000). IRS uses indexing data structure to locate the 
data quickly and it provides the fast data retrieval. IRS mostly uses the Inverted file indexing structure for 
quick response time, high compression efficiency, scalability and it supports for various search techniques, 
compared to signature files (Faloutsos, 1985), bitmaps (Chan & Loannidis, 1998) and Pat tree (Morrison, 
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1968). Inverted file (Zobel & Moffat, 2006) contains distinct terms (ti) and inverted list (posting list) for each 
term (t). The inverted list for an item (t) stores the identifiers (doc_ids) of the documents di in which the term t 
has occurred and the frequency (ft) (the number of occurrences in the document collections). Each inverted list 
has the form <(d1, f1), (d2, f2 i,fi)> in the inverted file. 
 Compressing an inverted file can greatly improve the query performance (Williams & Zobel, 1999) of an 
IRS because of the total time of transferring an uncompressed inverted list is greater compared to that of 
compressed inverted list. In order to compress the inverted list efficiently, the doc_ids are stored by increasing 
order in each inverted list and each doc_ids are replaced by D-Gap (difference between the doc_ids except the 
first one). D-gap method is more effective method than the compressing doc_ids directly because it gives 
higher compression ratio. Two types of compression techniques (Silvestri & Venturini, 2010) (integer encoders 
and integer list encoders) are used to compress the inverted list. Integer encoders include both bitwise and 
bytewise compression. Bytewise compression (Manning & Raghvan, 2009) compresses the integer as integral 
number of bytes (8-bit words). It can also be applied to larger or smaller units than bytes: 32-bit words, 16-bit 
words and 4-bit words (or nibbles). The bytewise compression techniques are Variable Byte Code (VBC) 
(David, 2000) and Nibble Code (NC) (David, 2007). Unary code (UC) (David, 2007), Elias Gamma Code 
(EC), Elias Delta Code (DC) (Elias, 1975) and Golomb-Rice Code (GRC) (Golomb, 1966) are bitwise 
compression methods and they compress the integer in variable length bits. Compared to bitwise compression, 
bytewise compression is well in speed but it does not achieve good compression if the small range numbers are 
appear more in the list. In integer encoders, EC compress the small integer is effectively but not efficient for 
the large integers, DC is only suited for large integers, not for small integer but GC is applicable for small 
integer but slightly less efficient compared to that of EC. Another type of compression techniques, integer list 
encoders, compresses the group of integers as a fixed length bits and variable length bits. The integer list 
encoders are Interpolative code (Moffat & Stuiver, 2000), Simple-9, Simple-16, Relative-10, Carryover-12 
(Anh & Moffat, 2005) and PForDelta (Heman, 2005) used to compress the inverted list. But integer list 
encoders cannot achieve good compression than the integer encoders. Hence there is a need of new 
compression technique, to achieve a good compression ratio as well as decompression speed. Decompression 
speed is very important for the speed of query processing. In this paper we have introduced a bitwise 
compression technique called EGC (Somasundaram & Domnic, 2007), to compress the positive integers and it 
is suited for both small and large integers but the speed is slower than the bytewise compression. To increase 
the speed of EGC, we have designed a new integer coder called FEGC based on EGC. Both EGC and FEGC 
are parameterised encoders. Based on the parameter selection, FEGC can work as a bitwise compression as 
well as bytewise compression. So it can meet advantages of both the bitwise compression and bytewise 
compression. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The various existing integer encoders are given in section 2. 
The proposed integer encoders are presented in section 3. Experimental results are discussed in section 4 and 
finally conclusion is derived in section 5. 
2. Integer Encoders 
In this Section, we summarize some of the integer encoding techniques which have been used for inverted 
list compression. 
2.1. Unary Code 
For any positive integer n, UC (David, 2007) encodes n as (n-  
 (n- n number of bits needed to compress the integer n for 
unary code. This code is optimal when the distribution of integers ni to be coded is i
n
2)
i
P(n                (1) 
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2.2. Variable Byte Code 
VBC (David, 2000) encodes any positive integer n as a series of bytes. In VBC, a single byte is divided into 
2 parts for representing a number n, the most significant bit (flag bit) is used to indicate the current number still 
continues in the next byte and the remaining 7 bits are used to code the number n. The bit length for the integer 
n in VBC is log128 (n) +1 bytes. 
2.3. Elias Gamma Code 
EC (Elias, 1975) encodes any positive integer n is represented by two parts such as length part |B (n)| and 
data part B (n). In the data part, the integer n is represented by binary code without its most significant bit. The 
length part |B (n)| is encoded using the unary code and it gives the number of bits used in binary representation 
n n by representing unary code followed by the binary code without its most significant 
bit. The bit length of EC for an integer n is 2 log2 (n) +1 bits. So this code is optimal for the integers ni when 
their distribution is  2in)iP(n                                                 (2) 
2.4. Elias Delta Code 
EDC (Elias, 1975) represents any positive integer n by encoding |B (n)| using EC followed by B (n) without 
its most significant bit. The bit length of EDC for an integer n is log2 (n) +2 log2 ( log2 (n) +1) +1 bits. So 
this code is well suited for the integers ni having probability distribution 
1)in2(logi2n
2
11)i
(n
2
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i
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2
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2
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i
P(n                        (3) 
2.5. Golomb-Rice Code 
GRC (Golomb, 1966) for non negative integer n depends on the choice of parameter d. It encodes the 
integer into two parts, a quotient part q=n/d stored as a unary code using q+1 bits, and remainder part (r) is 
coded using binary code, where . If d is power of 2 then Golomb code is called as Rice code and r 
can be represented by using fixed length bits. In Rice code, the divisor d is represented as 2k where k 
bits are needed to encode the remainder part. In Golomb code, d needs not to be a power of 2, then r can be 
represented by using variable length bits. Let b = log2d , If r <2b - d, then use b-1 bits to encode r, else use b 
bits to encode r. The bit length of Rice code for an integer n is (n/2k) + k + 1.GRC is optimal when the 
distribution of ni is following Geometric distributions p*p)(1
1i
)
i
P(n                        (4) 
3. The Proposed Integer Encoder 
In this paper, we have designed a new fast integer compression technique, called FEGC, based on EGC 
(Somasundaram & Domnic, 2007). EGC was proposed by one of the authors of this paper in 2007 and it was 
used to compress text along with Burrow-Wheeler Transform compressor. In their work, it was observed that 
the amount of compression achieved by EGC is less. The authors have not identified any other applications in 
which EGC can perform well. In their work, it was also shown that EGC is well suited to encode small as well 
as large integers unlike EC and GRC. In the paper (Glory & Domnic, 2012), first time EGC has been used to 
compress inverted file and it was shown that EGC performs better than EC, EDC, VBC and GRC. But it is 
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slow in speed. In order to improve EGC, we have proposed FEGC to obtain fast compression and 
decompression in this paper. 
3.1. Extended Golomb code 
EGC encodes a positive integer n based on GRC. It encodes an integer n by dividing it recursively K times 
by the divisor (d) until the quotient (q) becomes zero. In each division, the remainders ri (i = 1 to K) are kept. K 
is coded in unary and the remainders (rK, rK-1 1) are coded in two schemes when q = 0 and q 
remainders r1, r2 K-1 are coded in log2 (d K is coded in log2 (d-1) bits when q=0. For d = 
3, the possible remainders are 0, 1 and 2 which are coded as given Table 1. The integer N is encoded  as 
   Code (K) | Code (rK, rK-  r1) 
The bit length (L) of EGC follows the inequality 
L (logdN + 1) * (1 + ceiling (log2d, 1))                      (5) 
Table 1. Coding Scheme for Remainders 
Codes for ri 
ri q=0  
d=2 d=3 d=4 d=2 d=3 d=4 
0 - - - 0 0 00 
1 No code 0 0 1 10 01 
2 - 1 10 - 11 10 
3 - - 11 - - 11 
EGC represents an integer n for a divisor d in (log2 n / log2 d) + log2 n + log2 (d-1) + 1 bits and hence it is 
well suited for a file with the following probability distribution:  
            1)(dni2
1nidlog2)
i
P(n
                   
                                (6)
             
From the steps of encoding and decoding algorithms of EGC it was found that one test operation, K 
divisions and K modulo operations are required to encode an integer. In decoding, K multiplications and K 
additions should be performed to produce the original integer value. The speed of integer encoders depends on 
the number of operations and type of operations (multiplications, divisions and etc) required encoding or 
decoding an integer value. Usually multiplication, division and modulo operations require more CPU cycles 
than shift, mask and addition operations. The integer encoder which uses shift, mask, addition and subtraction 
operations for encoding and decoding, can be a fast coder. Since IRS requires fast decoder for fast information 
retrieval, there is a need of designing a fast encoder. In order to increase the encoding and decoding speed of 
EGC, in this paper, we have proposed FEGC discussed in the next section. 
3.2. Fast Extended Golomb Code 
In this section, our proposed Fast Extended Golomb Code is presented. FEGC is designed based on EGC. It 
encodes the positive integer based on the choice of divisor where the divisor (b) is confined to powers of two. 
To enabling an efficient implementation, FEGC uses shifts and masks operations rather than division and 
modulo unlike EGC. FEGC uses the following steps for encoding: 
1. Compute an optimized divisor (b) for the probability distribution of the integers Ni in the file. 
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2. The computed divisor (b) should be in powers of two (2K) and the integer N is divided successively M 
times until the quotient (q) becomes zero and keep the remainders ri in each division made. 
a. In each division obtain modified N and construct the code for the remainders ri using the 
following equations: 
Code = N & b-1 (represent in k bits)                                 (7) 
N = N>>K                                                            (8) 
3. M is coded by unary code (M-1 zeros followed by a 1 or M- ero). 
4. Prefix the unary code as MSB to the codes generated in the steps 2(a). 
The format of FEGC is: 
MSB LSB 
Unary Code(M)  Code (r1, r  rM-1, rM) 
Fig. 1. FEGC Format 
The bit length (L) of FEGC for an integer n with parameter k is given by 
   1)Nd(log*1)(kL                                                               (9) 
It indicates that these codes are suitable for data where the integer Ni appear with the probability P (Ni) that 
satisfies the following distribution:  
1))Nd*(log1)((K2i
L
2)iP(N                                                                              (10) 
  d)*N i(
K
1K
)
i
P(N
                                                       (11) 
Algorithm for Decoding: 
The following steps are used to decode the data in the compressed file. 
1. Read Count (M) the bits until the bit 0 is encountered (if the unary code is terminated by zero). 
2. Read K bits and decode into respective remainder ri (i=0, 1, , M-1) in M times and decode the value 
using the following equation. 
        )Ai(
1M
0i
r i                                                                                (12)
  
   
Where Ai = i*k and it can be pre-calculated before decoding. Repeat the steps 1 & 2 until no more data in the 
compressed file. 
Table 2. CPU Cycles required by EGC and FEGC for encoding an Integer N (32 bit) 
Type of 
Operations 
No of Operations CPU Cycles 
(Intel Core 2 Processor) 
CPU Cycles 
(Intel Core i7 Processor) 
EGC FEGC EGC FEGC EGC FEGC 
Division M - (12-36)* M - (7-17) * M - 
Modulo M - (12-36)*M - (7-17) * M - 
Check M +1 M +1 1 * (M+1) 1*(M+1) 1*(M+1) 1*(M+1) 
Shift >> - M - 1 * M - 1 * M 
Mask - M - 1 * M - 1 * M 
Total CPU Cycles (13-37)M+1 3M+1 (8-18)M+1 3M+1 
Table 3. CPU Cycles required by EGC and FEGC for decoding an Integer N (32 bit) 
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Type of 
Operations 
No of Operations CPU Cycles 
(Intel Core 2 Processor) 
CPU Cycles 
(Intel Core i7 Processor) 
EGC FEGC EGC FEGC EGC FEGC 
Multiplication M - 1.5 * M - 2 * M - 
Addition M M 1 * M 1 * M 1 * M 1 * M 
Check M+1 M 1 * (M+1) 1 * (M+1) 1 * (M+1) 1 * (M+1) 
Shift << - M+1 - 1 * M - 1* M 
Total CPU Cycles 3.5M+1 3M+1 4M+1 3M+1 
M  Number of divisions done 
From an algorithm, it is clear that encoding an integer can be done by Right shift (>>) and masks (&) 
operations and decoding is done by addition and Left shift operations (<<). But EGC uses division, modulo, 
test operations for encoding an integer and multiplications, additions, test operations for decoding an integer. 
The number of CPU cycles required by EGC and FEGC for encoding and decoding an integer is given Table 2 
& 3. From this table, it is observed that the number of CPU cycles required by EGC for coding an integer value 
is more than that of FEGC. Hence FEGC could be faster than EGC.  
We have also calculated the bit length, codes and average bits/integer for the integers in the range [1  15] 
for VBC, EC, EDC, GRC, EGC and FEGC and are given in Table 4. The reason for selecting range (1 - 15) for 
small integers is that the code length of GRC yields high value for n > 15. From the Table 4, GRC with divisor 
d = 3 and EGC, FEGC with divisor d = 4 gives the lowest average bit rate of 4.67, 5.07 and 5.4 respectively. 
All the other coders VBC, EC and EDC give little bit high bit rate compared to GRC, EGC and FEGC. Thus 
EGC can compare with GRC for small integers. The code length for the large integers (n > 50) is also given in 
Table 5. From the Tables 4 & 5, it is observed that GRC is applicable only for small integers and not suited for 
large integers. EC represents small integers efficiently but not suitable for large integers. EDC and VBC work 
well for large integers compared to that of small integers. When compared to the code lengths of these 
methods, EGC and FEGC yield better code lengths for both small and large integers. 
Table 4. Bit length for Small Integers 
No. 
VBC EC EDC GRC EGC FEGC 
d=2 d=3 d=3 d=4 d=2 d=4 
1 00000001  1              1                00               00        10             10          11 101 
2 00000010  010          0100          01                   010      11             110        0101 110 
3 00000011  011          0101          100             011      0100         111        0111 111 
4 00000100 00100      01100        101             100      01010       01000    001001 010001 
5 00000101 00101      01101        1100          1010    01011       01001    001101 010101 
6 00000110 00110      01110        1101          1011    0110         01010    001011 011001 
7 00000111 00111      01111        11100        1100    01110       01011    001111 011101 
8 00001000 0001000  00100000  11101        11010  01111       011000  00010001 010010 
9 00001001 0001001  00100001  111100      11011  001000     011001  00011001 010110 
10 00001010 0001010  00100010  111101      11100  0010010   011010  00010101 011010 
11 00001011  0001011 00100011  1111100 111010 0010011   011011  00011101 011110 
12 00001100  0001100  00100100  1111101    111011 0010100   011100  00010011 010011 
13 00001101  0001101  00100101  11111100  111100 00101010 011101  00011011 010111 
14 00001110  0001110  00100110  11111101  1111010 00101011 011110  00010111 011011 
15 00001111  0001111  00100111  1111111100 1111011 0010110  011111  00011111 011111 
Avg.bit/Integer 8 5.53 6.2 5.27 4.67 5.46 5.07 6.53 5.4 
Table 5. Bit length for Large Integers 
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No. VBC EC EDC GRC EGC FEGC 
d =2 d =3 d =9 d =10 d = 8 d = 16 
50 8 11 10 26 19 9 8 8 10 
500 16 17 15 251 169 13 12 12 15 
1000 16 19 16 501 335 14 16 16 15 
50000 24 31 24 25001 1669 22 20 24 20 
100000 24 33 25 50001 33335 22 24 24 25 
5000000 32 45 31 2500001 1666669 32 28 32 30 
4. Experimental Results 
In order to evaluate the performance of the integer compression techniques, we have considered two things: 
data set and performance factor. The datasets are downloaded from various domains such as Ad-hoc English 
from Forum for Information Retrieval Evaluation (FIRE), XML collections for Dutch, Spanish, German and 
French from Wikipedia. We have used Terrier 3.5 for implementation of the algorithms. 
The performance measures used to evaluate the various integer encoders are Bits Per doc-id or Bit rate (BPI) 
and Bits Per Frequency or Bit rate (BPF). The lower value of BPI and BPF indicates the better performance of 
encoders. The BPI and BPF are calculated using the following equations. 
Ids - DocofNumber
Ids - DocCompressedofSize
BPI                                                                (13) 
ValuesFrequency ofNumber
ValuesFrequency CompressedofSize
BPF                                                    (14) 
Table 6. Bits Per Doc-Id 
File EC DC VBC EGC FEGC 
d=2 d=3 d=4 d = 4  d = 8 
Ad-hoc English 8.79 8.48 9.25 8.79 7.88 7.58 8.05 7.78 
Wiki Dutch XML 12.64 11.14 11.48 12.64 11.13 10.46 10.91 10.38 
Wiki Spanish XML 11.36 10.27 10.74 11.36 10.04 9.49 9.94 9.53 
Wiki German XML 18.67 15.18 15.00 18.67 16.24 14.98 15.45 14.37 
Wiki French XML 10.29 9.50 10.18 10.29 9.11 8.68 9.11 8.80 
Table 7. Bits Per Frequency 
File EC DC VBC EGC GRC FEGC 
d = 2 d = 3 d = 4 d = 2 d = 3 d = 4 d = 2 d = 4 
Ad-hoc English 1.6471 1.8363 8.0010 1.6471 2.2971 2.3893 2.2486 3.1048 3.0852 2.64 3.197 
Wiki Dutch XML 1.6421 1.8225 8.0007 1.6421 2.3025 2.3895 2.2657 3.1169 3.0947 2.64 3.20 
Wiki Spanish XML 1.8063 1.9996 8.0025 1.8063 2.4218 2.5037 2.4476 3.2219 3.1765 2.80 3.30 
Wiki German XML 1.1378 1.1885 8.0000 1.1378 2.0473 2.0779 2.0288 3.0079 3.0068 2.13 3.02 
Wiki French XML 1.8336 2.0420 8.0018 1.8336 2.4254 2.5174 2.4201 3.2006 3.1602 2.83 3.30 
The performances of the various compression techniques are evaluated and the results are listed in Table 6 
& 7. Here the doc_ids are using Delta encoding techniques to compress the ID. From Table 6 & 7 it is observed 
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that the bits per doc-Id of EGC when d = 4 is minimum compared to other compression techniques. On 
considering bits per frequency in Table 7, both EC and EGC (d=2) yield precisely same minimum number of 
bits compared to other techniques. Thus EGC performs well for compressing both doc-id and frequency. 
When the compression performance of FEGC is compared with EGC, FEGC is not better than EGC in 
compressing Frequency, but it is comparable to EGC in compressing doc-ids. FEGC can give very close result 
to EGC in doc-id compression. But EGC could increase coding time than FEGC. From Table 2 & 3, it is noted 
that EGC needs seven more CPU cycles (for M=1) on average than FEGC for encoding an integer. For 
decoding an integer, it requires one CPU cycle more (for M=1) on average than FEGC. Hence FEGC could 
increase the compression and decompression speed. So FEGC could be faster coder than EGC while its 
compression performance for doc-id is comparable to EGC. 
5. Conclusion 
In this paper, we have studied various integer compression techniques and compared their performance. The 
use of EGC and FEGC for inverted index compression has been studied and the efficiency of EGC and FEGC 
has been evaluated. From the experimental results, it is observed that in compression, EGC outperforms than 
other techniques in compressing both doc-id and frequency but compression and decompression time is not 
better than FEGC. Hence FEGC could be faster coder for IRS applications than EGC while it gives comparable 
results in compression rate with respective to EGC.  
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